The generalized exponents of finite-dimensional irreducible representations of a compact Lie group are important invariants first constructed and studied by Kostant in the early 1960s. Their actual computation has remained quite enigmatic. What was known ([K] and [Hs, Theorem 1]) suggested to us that their computation lies at the heart of a rich combinatorially flavored theory.
Statement of problem.
Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra with adjoint group G. Via the adjoint action, the symmetric algebra S(&) becomes a graded representation of G. Kostant studied this representation in his fundamental paper [K] ; his results are well known. S(Q) = J <8> H is a free module over the G-invariants I generated by the harmonics H. Moreover, ƒ is a polynomial ring on homogeneous generators of known degrees, and H = 0p> o H p is a graded, locally finite ^-representation.
Hence, to study the isotypic decomposition of S(g), one forms for each irreducible G-representation V the polynomial in an indeterminate q: 
These characters are the classical Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions (see [M, III] ) when g = $l n ; they appear in this more general context in work of Kato [Ka] .
THEOREM 2.3. The P\, \e P++, form an orthogonal Z[q]-basis of A[q] with respect to the form (( , )), and ((Px,Px))=to(q)/t x (q).
We prove this by comparing ((, )) to (, ) via the expansion X^p>o <h (H p 
1 , as we know [Gl, Theorem 2.5 ] the basis of k[[q)\ dual to {P\}\eP++ with respect to ( , ).
Kato [Ka] expressed the irreducible characters Xn = ch(Vir), V* the 0-representation of highest weight TT G P ++ , in terms of the P\: Xn = J2\eP++ m 7r (9) J^A -The polynomials m*(q) are Lusztig's g-analogs of À-weight multiplicity in V* [L] ; they satisfy ra£(l) = dim(V^). We get COROLLARY 2.4. For a,0e P++,
F(V a ®Vê) = ((xa,X(3))= J2 <(Q)™faM<Ù/te(q)-
As Kostant [K] proved F(V)\ q =i = dim(V°) for all V, our formula is a "g-analog" of the fact
Combinatorics of mixed-tensor SL n -representations. We set g = si n to illustrate the effective use of §2 in evaluating F on irreducibles.
We have formulated a stability theory (1981) for the generalized exponents based on a "mixed-tensor" parameterization V^ of the irreducible PGL nrepresentations, using certain pairs a, /? of partitions. First we discuss combinatorics of SL n -representations.
The Weyl group of SL n is the symmetric group S n ; A is the ring of symmetric functions in Xi = exp(ti), 1 < i < n, for t t the coordinates on diagonal matrices in si n . P++ identifies with the set of partitions of less than n rows via J2?=i c iU <-> ( Given partitions a and 0 with 1(a) + 1(0) < n, we defined V^ as the Cartan piece in Va ® (V^ )*, i.e., the irreducible $l n -component generated by the tensor product of the highest weight vectors in each factor. It follows that V^ = V<\ n * for 7 the componentwise sum (put s = /(a), t = 1(0)): However, in §5 we prove that F(V^) as a function of q and n is really "controlled" just by a and /3 (symmetrically, as F(V^) = F(v£l)). Given a partition a, let ^i(a),... ,/i r (a) be its hook numbers and a its conjugate partition (see [M, I, 1] To prove this, we express V^ in terms of the V^ ® (V$ )* using essentially a formula of Littlewood, and then apply 2.4. 
We have some conjectures on the form of the g a,l3 (q,z) . The examples below, done by hand, are new; the first is an old conjecture. Define We refrain from thinking about these unless they are polynomials in q. 
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So, at n = 6, F 
